It has been observed that on a weighted graph, an extension of Wilson's algorithm provides an independent pair pT , Lq, T being a spanning tree and L a Poissonian loop ensemble. This association can be interpreted in the framework of symmetric and skew symmetric Fock spaces. Given a weighted graph, we show how to define two types of natural interactions which correspond to local interactions between two Fock spaces. The first type of interaction involves loop ensembles and spanning trees. The second type of interaction involves loop holonomies and random connections.
Framework and definitions
Consider a system of conductances on a finite connected graph G " pX , Eq without loop edges nor multiple edges. After the choice of a root ∆, we denote by E the set of edges not incident to ∆ and by E o the set of oriented such edges. Consider the energy defined on X " X´∆ by the conductances C on edges of E and the killing measure κ x " C x,∆ , x P X: Epf, gq " 1 2 ÿ
x,yPX C x,y pf pxq´f pyqqpḡpxq´ḡpyqq`ÿ xPX κ x f pxqḡpxq
We set λ x " ř y C x,y`κx and denote by M λ the diagonal matrix representing the multiplication by λ. The Green function on XˆX associated with E is 0 Key words and phrases: Free fields, Markov loops, spanning trees, connections, Fock space 0 AMS 2010 subject classification: 60J27, 60G60.
G " rM λ´C s´1. Recall that EpG x,. , G y,. q " G
x,y
Recall that an extension of Wilson's algorithm yields an independent pairpT , Lq, T being a spanning tree rooted in ∆ and L a Poissonian loop ensemble on X with intensity given by the loop measure µ defined by the λ´symmetric continuous time Markov chain associated wth E (see [2] ). We denote by P L and P T their distributions. The loops are obtained by dividing, at each vertex, the concatenation of the erased excursions according to a Poisson-Dirichlet distribution (in continuous time), then by forgetting the base points. We denote by N e pLq the number of crossings of the edge e by the loops of L, by N e o pLq the number of crossings of the oriented edge e o by the loops of L, and byL x the total time spent by the loops of L at the vertex x normalized by λ x . Recall that for any complex function q, |q| ď 1, defined on the set E o of oriented edges, and χ ě 0 defined on X, denoting by˝the Hadamard product,
2 An interaction between tree and loops Given a parameter 0 ă β ă 1 we can define an interacting pair pT , Lq by the joint distribution:
Z pβq being a normalization constant. As β tends to 0, the loops of L tend to be carried by T . In particular, they tend to have trivial holonomies, i.e. to be contractible to a point. As β tends to 1, T and L tend to be independent. Similarly, Given a parameter b ą 0 we can define an interacting pair pT , Lq by the joint distribution:
Z pb˚q being a normalization constant.
Interaction in supersymmetric Fock space
The independent pair pT , Lq, associating a spanning tree T and a Poissonian loop ensemble L can be interpreted in the framework of symmetric and skew symmetric Fock spaces (see [2] ). The partition function and more generally expectations of various functionals of the random pair pT , Lq can be expressed in terms of the supersymmetric Fock space associated with G. First note that if φ denotes the complex Bose field and ψ the Fermi field, it follows from (1) and from Fock space calculations (see for example [3] and [2] ) that for any complex function q, |q| ď 1, defined on the set E o of oriented edges, and χ ě 0 defined on X, denoting the vacuum state by 1,
Note that the same representation can be given in terms of expectation of functionals of complex Gaussian variables. This is in fact the usual terminology in probability but we are using Bose fields to emphasize the symmetry with the Fermi field. Also, for any function b and c defined on edges, setting
Note that the same representation can be given in terms of complex differential forms (see the introduction of [3] ), or in terms of and Grassmann integration ( [1] Note that for β close to 1, the joint distribution P pβq T ,L is a perturbation of the product P L b P T . The Fock space representation allows to expand the partition function and related expressions according to powers of 1´β. A similar representation can be given for P pb˚q T ,L .
Connections and holonomy
Consider a finite group M and a M-connection A on the graph. A Mconnection can be defined as an equivalence class of maps m from oriented edges into M, such as opposite orientations have inverse images. m is equivalent to m 1 if and only if there exist a map h from vertices into M such that m 1 x,y " h x m x,y h´1 y . The choice of a representative m of a connection A is often refered to as a choice of gauge. A connection defines a non-ramified cover of the graph. Fibers have cardinality |M| and M acts faithfully and transitively on them. The conductances and the killing measure can be lifted to the covering graph. We denote by G pAq the associated Green function and by L pAq the associated loop ensemble. If M " Z{2Z , we note that connections are defined by percolation configurations. Given a connection A, any loop l defines a conjugacy class of M , denoted H A plq. It is obtained by choosing a base point in l, some m representing A, by multiplying the group elements assigned to the edges of the loop in cyclic order and by taking the conjugacy class of the product. Clearly, the holonomy depends only on the geodesic (i.e. non-backtracking) loop associated with l by removing tree-like subloops. Geodesic loops represent the conjugacy classes of the fundamental group. The projection of the loop ensemble L pAq on the graph G is the set of loops of trivial holonomy in L |M | , the union of |M| independent copies of L (which is a Poisson process with intensity |M|µ) (see [4] ). Denoting by ι the unity of M, image of P L pAq is
Conversely, the loop ensemble L pAq can be constructed by taking independently and uniformly a lift of all loops of trivial holonomy in L |M | .
The counterpart of this property in Fock space is that in a given gauge, the density of the Gaussian free field on the cover with respect to the densities of |M| independent free fields φ i , i P M on X is given by :
In particular, 
Interaction with connections
Given a spanning tree T , we say that m is T -reduced if m x,y " ι for all edges tx, yu of T . One easily sees that any connection has a unique T -reduced representative. If γ is a symmetric probability on m, assigning to the edges of the tree, oriented arbitrarily, independent γ-distributed random elements of M defines a random connection A. Its distribution γ T does not depend on the chosen orientation. Then ř T P T pT qγ T is a natural distribution on the space of connections and pT, Aq Ñ P T pT qγ T pAq a joint probability distribution on spanning tree and connections. The tree and the connection are generally not independent, unless γ is chosen to be uniform. Any non-negative central function Φ on M defines a distribution on triples pT, A, Lq, L denoting a countable family of time continuous loops on the graph, not visiting ∆:
Z Φ denotes a normalization constant (partition function). Φ can be decomposed using the characters of the unitary representations of M.
A natural choice of Φ is 1 ι . Then the partition function is ÿ T,A detpGq |M | detpG pAP T pT qγ T pAq.
Note that if γ is close to δ ι , the joint distribution of T and L is close to P L |M | bP T . The Fock space representation can yield a perturbation expansion of the partition function and related expressions.
